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l
ir-drononie have brought to mon 's II tent ion heavenly bodies, sources of energy. stellar ond
goblet ic phenomena, ,:ihout the nature of which the world's si-iennsts ui only sin misc.

I.soleric is thes new (iisLivurILs may he, astronomers look to the anticipated Space
prov!de improved understanding (it I hose phenomena os well as of the new
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elescopc
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a
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..arches of the past I 0 years, plus t he possibility of even Tl10FC fundamental
The
discoveries in the next decade, are fascinating laymen and firing the imagination of youth.
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atmosphere and space"; the Act requires of NASA that "it provide for

the

widest

practicable and appropriate d issen lination of informaticm concerning its activities and the
results 0 I those activities."
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FOREWORD

In many respects. astronomy may he regarded as a branch @1 physics. In no area is this
connccton more relevant or obvious than in the field of astronomical spectroscopy. Flence,
more hum Ii d! of this brochure is devoted to those topics in electromagnetic radiation and
atomic physics needed for an understanding of astronomical applications. Spectroscopy is or
great importance for astronoiny since virtually all of our information about the Sun, the
st:MS, and OUICr bodies in the universe relies upon an analysis of the electromtignetic
radiation we receive from them.

Although intended primarily for teachers. this brochure has been written so that it can
be distributed to students if desired. The first section, Basic Topics, would be suitable For a
ninth-grade general science class; the style is simple and repetitive, and no mathematics or
physics background is required. The second section, Intermediate and Advanced Topics,
requires a knowledge of the material in the first section llrd assumes a generally higher level
or ichievement and motivation on the part or the student. These latter topics might rit well
into junior-level physics, chemistry, or earth-science courses.
Paul Blanchard
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the tube containing the 2. I-m (84-in) telescope mirror.
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CHAPTER I

BASIC TOPICS

A.

What are Atoms?

Atomic structure. As background, let us first recall the difference between a chemical
1.
element and a chemical compound. Chemical elements are those substances that cannot be

broken down into simpler ones by chemical reactions, and so they are th.e simplest
substances to display definite chemical properties. Some familiar elements are hydrogen (H),

helium (He), carbon (C), nitrogen (10, oxygen (0), silver (Ng), and gold (Au). Chemical
compounds, by contrast, are composed of the more basic chemical elements. For example,
water (1120) is a compound, composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

An atom is the smallest unit of a chemical ektnent that still possesses the chemical
properties of that element, A rnokcule is the smallest unit of a chemical compound that still
possesses the chemical properties of that compound. When a compound is created from
elements in a chemical reaction, the atoms of the elements join together to form a molecule
of the compound. Thus, molecules are simply atoms joined together.
An atom consists of a very small, dense nucleus surrounded by a number of rapidly
moving electrons. Electrons are light, negatively charged particles that are familiar to us
from the study of electricity; an electric current is just a flow of electrons, and it is these
same particles that form the outer part of an atom. The nucleus, in the center of the atom,
is itself composed of two kinds of particles protons and rientrons which are about I 1.003
times heavier than electrons. The protons carry a positive electric charge whereas the
neutrons have no electric charge. Therefore, the nucleus as a whole is positively clarged and
there is an electrical force of attraction between the nucleus and the electrons that binds the
atom together. The electrons do not fall into the nucleus, however, because they are in such
rapid motion around it. Rouglrly speaking, we can say that the electrons arC fri orbit around
the nucleus, although this analogy with plenetary :notion is not entirely correct,
As measured by the size of the cloud of orbiting electrons, atoms are extremely small.

For example, it would take about 200 million hydrogen atoms, placed side by side, to
stretch one centimeter. The nucleus is much smaller about 100 000 times smalkr than the
cloud of electrons orbiting around it. Since the electrons themselves are smaller then the
protons and neutrons that compose the nucleus, most of an atom is really empty space!

The atoms corresponding to different elements differ from each other in two ways: in
the numbers of electrons they contain and in the numbers of protons and neutrons in the
nucleus. Hydrogen, the simplest and lightest of all elements, has the simplest atom of all: a

single electron in motion about a one.proton nucleus. The next simplest atom is that of
helium, which has two electrons and a nucleus composed of two protons and two neutrons,
The third simplest atom is that of lithium a soft, silvery metal which has three electrons
and it nucleus of three protons and four neutrons (fig, 1). The most complicated, naturally
occurring atom is that of uranium, which has 92 electrons and ati equal number of protons
in its nucleus.
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Schematic diagrams of the three simplest atoms (hydrcgen, helium lithium)
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States of matter at high temperature. If a source of energy is available, such as that
supplied by a chemical reaction, mokeades can be broken down into their i.omponent
atoms. Can atoms themselves be broken down into electrons and nuclei? The answer is
"Yes," but this process also requires a source of enemy. It is not very difficult to remove
one or two electrons from an atom that already has a number of them. The removal of an
electron from an atom is called ioni.zation, and the energy liberated in many chemical
reactions is sufficient to cause the ionization of an atom. However, removing most or all of
the electrons from an atom requires a great amount of energy.
2.

Under conditions of high temperature. the energy needed to ionize atoms is supplied
by the motions of the atoms themselves. At high temperatures, all materials vaporize and
beeothe gases if they are not gases already. In a gas, the atoms are free to move around and
are constantly colliding with each other. The higher the temperature, the faster the atoms
move and the more violent are the collisions. At the surfaces of some stars and in the
cx cmely hot centers of all stars these collisions are sufficiently violent to tear apart the
atoms into electrons and nuclei. Under such conditions, matter can no longer he said to be
composed of atoms: rather, it is composed of free electrons and atomic nuclei.
Finally, can the atomic nuclei themselves he broken down into protons and neutrons?
-The answer again is "Yes," but this proeess requires amounts of energy far greater than
those required to break down atoms. The study of nuclei and their reactions forms a very
special branch of physics called nuclear phlysics. At very high energies, nuclei can react with

each other to form new nuclei or other types of nuclear particles. In the centers of stars,
temperatures are high enough (millions of degrees) to permit such nziclear reactions to
occur. We now know that these nuclear reactions ore responsible for the energy output of
the Sun and other stars.
B.

Light and Spectroscopy

1.

Newton's prism. An important property of atoms is that they can emit and absorh

energy in the form of light. From a study of light emitted or absorbed by the atoms of a gas,
scientists can learn much about the composition, temperature, and density of that gas. The
analysis of light is called spectmscopy.
The great English scientist Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was the first to show that white
light is actually a mixture of all the colors in the rainbow. Newton allowed a beam of

sunlight to pass through a hole in a window shutter, then through a prism of glass, and
finally fall upon a white screen beyond the prism (rig. 2). Ile found that the prism spreads
out the white light in a row of colors called a spectrum. The red light is bent least by the
prism, and the blue and violet lights are bent most. The colors appear in the order: violet,
blue, green, yellow, orange, and red. Newton correctly concluded that all of these colors are
present in white light and that the prism merely separates them,

Newton further showed that no color of the spectrum can be broken down into other
colors. For example, if green light is passed through the prism, only green light conies out
the other side; no other colors are observed. tal, on the other hand, purple light a mixture
of red and blue is used, these two colors will be separated by the prism, In general, the
prism can be used to show what colors are present in any bean of 1 igh t.
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Figure 2

!I's prism e xperimei

In experiments of this sort, it is convenient to use a slit to admit light to the prism,
rather than the small Role which Newton first used. Figure 2 is drawn so that we are looking
down the length of the slit, which is parallel to the axis (long dimension) of the prism. We
then get a hand of colors on the screen, rather than u uarmw row. This band of colors has a
height equal to the height of t he slit. If a single color of light is NIssed through the slit, a line
of that color appears on the screen behind the pristn. Such a line or color is called a specirezi
tine. For example, green light will produce a green spectral line in the green region of the
spectrum. Purple light will produce two spectral lines one red and one blue at opposite
ends of the spectrum.

We have seen that white light consists of a mixture of all the co ors or the spectrum.
White light is therefore said to have a contimwas spectrtnn,heuuse the colors run smoothly
into ach other and no colors arc missing. Experimentation shows that any solid, hot,
or any highly compressed, hot, dense gas gives off a continuous spectnim
glowing body
of light radiation. A good example is the light from an ordinary incandescent light bulb.
Emission lines, Some sources of light do not, however, have a continuous spectrum.
Elot, glowing, thin gases are the most important examples of such sources. (By a 'thin" gas
vie mean one of low density, one not highly compressed.) If the light from a hot, thin gas is
passed through a slit and then a prism, one observes on the screen a patteni of bright,
individual spectral lines, This kind of spectrum is called a bright-line spectrum or
those
entission-Inie spectrum. Obviously, only certain colors or light are called emitted
colors that appear in the spectrum as bright emission lines. The particular pattern of spectral
lines depends upon the gas. Experimen ts first performed in the 19th century showed that no
different gases have exactly tite sante pattern of spectral lines. The emission-line
spectrum of a hot, thin gas is tberefore like the signature of a person no two are exactly
alike. The spectral emission lines of a gas may thus be used to identify tbat gas wherever it is
present, whether in the. laboratory or in astronomical sources of light radiation. Figure 3
2,
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illustrates the difference between the patterns of emission lines in the spectra of hydrogen
(II) gas and mercury (Hg) vapor.
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Figure 3
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gas top and mercury vapor bottom).

!nissiori-Iine spectra are easy to study in the laboratory. The brightest spectral lines of
neon gas, for example, lie in the red region of the spectrum and thus account for the red
color of neon signs. The spectrum of hot mercury vapor has prominent emission lines in the
yellow, green, and blue regions of the spectrum (fig. 3), accounting for the greenish color of
mercury-vapor street lamps. Sodium-vapor street lamps, on the other other hand, appear
yellow because the brightest emission lines of' hot sodium vapor lie in the yellow region of
the spectrum. In emitting different colors of light to form an cmission-line spectrum, a hot
gas must be giving off energy. To keep the gas hot, an outside source of energy, such as an
electric current, must be supplied. This energy is then radiated away in the form of light.

At the fairly high temperatures required to make gases radiate an emission-line
spectrum, molecules are broken down into atoms. It is therefore, the atoms in the gas that
are responsible for giving oft' the colors of light observed, Since different gases arc composed
of different kinds of atoms, it follows that different atoms produce different patterns of
bright spectral lines when they receive energy from an outside source. The emission-line
spectn n of a given hot, thin gas is, therefore, characteristic of the atoms making up that
gas.

Absorption lines. If atoms can give off light when the necessary energy is supplied by
3.
an outside source, can they absorb light as well? The answer is "Yes," although
demonstrating this effect in the laboratory is more difficult than demonstrating the emission
of light, lb show the effect, white light (containing all the colors of the spectrum) is passed
through a cool gas and then through a slit into a prism. If the gas were not present in the
path of the white light, a continuous spectrum would be observed on the other side of the
primn. With the gas in the path of the white-light beam, however, the spectrum emerging

from the prism is no longer continuous. Rather, certain colors an' missing from the
spectrum, as revealed by the presence of dark alvorption lines crossing the continuous

18

spectrum of tle white light. At the position of an absorption line, little or no light of that
color is present in the spectnim. Obviously, atoms in the gas must be absorbing those colors

of light that are missing in the speetnim. A pattern of dark .absorption lines crossing an
otherwise continuous spectrum is called an absorption-line spectrum.

We now come to a fundamental and very important point. The colors of light absorbed
by a gas are the same colors emitted by the gas when it is supplied with an outside source of

energy. Whether the atoms in the gas emit or absorb light depends upon the physical
conditions in the gas. The emission of light requires either high temperature or an outside
source of energy, whereas an absorption spectrum is observed only when a continuous
spectrum of light is passed through the gas. In either case, however, the pattern of spectral
is the same for a given gas
that is, for a given atom. Thus, an absorption-line
spectrum, like an emission-line spectrum, can be used to identify the kind 01' atoms (and

lines

hence chemical elements) present in the gas being observed.
4.
Spectroscopic analysis. What do we find if two different gases, corresponding to two
different elements, are mixed together and the spectrum of the mixture is. observed? If
white light is passed through the mixture, the absorption spectrum will display dark
absorption lines due to both of the gases (that is, both sets of absorption lines will be
observed). Similarly, if the mixture is heated to a high temperature or supplied with an

outside source of enerpi, emission lines characteristic of both component gases will appear
in the emission-line spectrum of the mixture. It is clear that, if many different gases arc
mixed together, the spectrum will be very complicated since it containS the spectral lines of
all the elements making up the mixture. An example of such a complicated spectrum is

presented in figure 4, which shows the spectral lines of a hot mixture of the rare gases
helium (He), neon (Ne), and argon (Ar), which are themselves elements. In this negative
reproduction, the bright emission lines appear dark; therefore, figure 4 actually shows how
the absorption spectrum of this mixture would look. (The numbers indicate the wavelengths
of the spectral lines and may be ignored for the moment.)

However, it is possible to disentangle the various patterns of spectral lines in such a
mixture. This is done by comparing the patterns with catalogs that list the colors of light

absorbed and emitted by the atoms of all the chemical elements. Scientists can then
recognize goups of spectral lines in the spectrum of a mixture as being the lines
characteristic of previously studied elements. In this way, the composition of an unknown
mixture of elements can be found from a study of its spectrum
a process known as
spectroscopic analysis. For example, from a knowledge or the spectra of helium, neon, and
argon, we could verify that rhe spectrum or figure 4 is, in fact, a mixture of these gases.
Spectroscopic analysis is very important in astronomy since we have no means of carrying
out laboratory experiments on the material of which stars are made. We must, therefore,
rely on ango,
analysis of starlight to determine the chemical composition of the stars.
C.

The Light from the Stars

Basic facts about the stars. Stars are hot, glowing spheres of gas at great distances from
the Sun, which itself is a typical star. Many of the brightest stars in the sky have Latin or
Arabic names, such as Polaris (the North Star) and Aldebaran (t o Eye of the Bull). Others
1.
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arc named by giving their brightness rank, in terms of a number or Greek letter, within the
star group or constellation in which they appear for example,13 Canis Majoris or 31 Cygni.
Still others are known only by their numbers in various catalogs, such as HD13147.

The temperature at the surface of a star can range from a few thousand degrees to
perhaps as much as 100 OW degrees Kelvin, depending, upon the kind of star. Stars are
gaseous throughout, but the pressure and density of the stellar material, as well as the
temperature, increase rapidly toward the center of the star. Temperatures at the centers of
stars are many millions of degrees so hot that nuclear reactions occur. The energy released
by nuclear reactions is responsible for the entire energy output of the stars into space. The
nuclear energy filters up through the interior layers of the star, eventually reaching the
surface in the form of light_ The starlight we can see and analyze comes mainly from the
outermost layers of the star, near the surface.
The properties of the gas àornposing the star change gradually as we move from the
surface of the star into the interior. For many purposes, however, we may picture a star as
consisting of two distinct parts: a hot, opaque sphere of highly compressed gas and a cooler
gaseous atmosphere by which the sphere is surrounded. Nearly all the light received from
the star conies from its main body the radiating sphere of highly compressed gas. Very
little light is emitted from the somewhat cooler atmosphere. Instead, atoms in the stellar

atmosphere absorb certain colors of light from the continuous spectrum of radiation
emitted by the main body of the star, so that we observe an absorption spectrum.

The spectrum of the Sun. The first stellar spectrum to be studied was that of the Sun.
Even simple observations of the sort performed by Newton reveal the presence of numerous
faint absorption lines in the solar spectrum, and one may well wonder why Newton himself
did not notice them. (Some believe this was because Newton had poor eyesight!)
2.

The first detailed investigation of the solar specrum was carried out in the early 19th
century by Fraunhofer. This scientist made an extensive catalog of the solar absorption lines
and recorded their positions in the spectrum. Fraunhofer used capital letters of the alphabet

o label the strongest lines, calling them the A-line, the B-line, etc. The cause of these
absorption lines was unknown in Fraunhofer's day, but, in the middle of the 19th century,
it was shown that absorption lines are created when a continuous spectrum of light is passed
through a layer of gas. It was natural to assume that solar lines are formed in the same way
and to ask whether the atoms responsible for the absorption of light in the solar atmosphere
are the same as those on the Earth. Comparisons of the solar spectrum with the laboratory
spectra of gases quickly showed that most of the solar absorption lines are due to elements

known on the Earth. Figure 5 shows, for example, a portion of the yellow region of the
solar spectnim; the two strong absorption lines in this region were called the D-lines by
Fraunhofer. Laboratory experiments revealed that these two absorption lines are due to
sodium vapor, showing that sodium atoms must be present in the solar atmosphere. Within a

few years, several dozen terrestrial elements had been shown to be present on the Sun,
although, even today, many hundreds of lines in the complicated solar spectrum remain
unidentified.

It is interesting to note that 19th century scientists could not identify a particular set
of absorption lines in the solar spectnim with those of any element known on Earth. It was

tir

5

SSD A to 5900 A ) of le solar spectrum.
Fite two strong absorption lines (EraunhoferNines) are due to sodium
ion of the yi.11ow region

vapor.

therelo

proposed that these lines %/ere caused by an element present on the Sun hut not

on the Earth. This new clement was called "helium, from the Creek word "helios"
meaning sun, Later, helium was found to exist on Larth, being present in signin cant
quantities in deposits of natural gas. We now know that, next to hydrogen, helium is the
most abundant element in the Universe.
3.

Stellar spectra. Study of the spectra of the brightest stars also hegan in the 19th

century. Even from the earliest observations, carried out visually, it was clear that all stellar
spectra do not look alike and that only a small fraction resemble that of the Sun. By the last
decade of the 19th century, progress in the photography of faint objects permitted large
numbers or stellar spectra to be photographed and classified. Figure 6 presents a
representative saran plc of Stellar spectra and shows how different they Can be in ,4eneral
appearance. Photographs do not show the entire spectrum, but only the portion from the
green (right-hand edge) to the violet (left-hand edge). Each spectrum is labeled by the name

of the star in the right-hand margin: The letters and numerals at the left of the figure
indicate the spectral type of the star, based on the overall appearance of its spectrum.
Several spectral lines of hydrogen (Fp, belonging to the Balmer series. are identified. The
spectrum of the Sun is not shown in figure 6, but it is roughly similar to that or the star
Com. Although emission lines can be seen in the spectra of sonic stars, the great majority or
stellar spectral lines are absorption lines. These spectra generally confirm our view that
certain colors of light are being absorbed from the continuous spectrum or the main body
or the star by atoms in the cooler stellar atmosphere.
We now turn to some new q icstiobs: why is there such a wide range of types of s
spectra, and why do most look so different from that or the son? For exa iii Ple Sonic
spectra in figure 6 show strong lines of hydrogren, whereas others show these lines more
weakly or hardly at all. Does this mean that stars differ widely in the amount of hydrogen
they contain'? Not necessarily; in fact. most stars contain much the same proportions of
hydrogen and other elements.

To understand this point, let us return to a discussion ol spectroscopic analysis. Wc
have seen that different mixtures of elements have different spectra and that the presence or
spectral lines due to a particular element is proof that the clement is present in the mix ture.

There is, however, r.mother importtint fact that we have not mentioned until now: the
9
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spectrum of a gas composed of different elements depends not only on what elements are
present , but also on the tentperaaire of the gas. That is, the spectrum of a given mixture of
elements can look different at different temperatures. The reasons for this temperature

effect are discussed in later sections of this publication. Briefly. collisions between the
atoms in. the gas are more important at high temperatures than at low temperatures. The
which may, for example, lead to
relative importance of collisions between the atoms
turns
out
to
be
a
key
Factor
in
the appearance of the spectrum.
ionization of the atoms
Therefore, when the spectral lines of a given element are weak or missing in a spectrum, we

must be cautious in our conclusions. This observation may mean that the element in
question is present in low concentration, or not present at all, in the mixture of elements
being observed. However, it may also mean that the temperature of the gas is not in the
range of values that favors the absorption of those particular colors of light by the element
ill question.
Iii the late 19th century, many ast ranonlers believed that the variety of stellar spectra
was due to actual differenees in composition among the stars, By the 1920s, however,
advances in physics enabled scientists to take into account the temperature effect. The
scientists were then able to predict how the spectrum of a given mixture of gases would look
at different temperatures. They quickly found that almost all of the differences between
various types of stellar spectra could be explained by Mc temperature differences of the
staN. The proportions of elements making up the absorbing atmospheres of the stars proved
to be row2,hly the same front star to star and very similar to the proportions of elements in
ttt Sun 's at m osphe re. Mos stellzir s_pe ctra look,. differtan. Iran- that of the -Sun,- mainly
because most stars are either hotter or cooler than the Sun. In figure 6, the stars whose
spectra arc shown have been arranged in order of decreasing temperature, with the hottest
(perhaps 50 000 K) at the top and the coolest (about 30e0 K) at the bottom. The Sun has a
te m pe rature of about 6000 K.

interesting to note that, in the first half of the 19th century, the French
philosopher Auguste Comte speculated that human beings would never be able to
understand the nature and comosition of the stars. By the end of that century,

It

is

spectroscopy had already begun to provide this information. In terms of the numbers of
nuclei present, about 90 percent (la typical star is hydrogen. Helium makes up nearly all of
the remaining 10 percent. The e Ic men ts heavier than hydrogen and helium usually account
Or only I or 2 percent of the matter in the atmosphere of a star.

hi

CHAPTER II

INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED T- 'ICS

A.

More About Light: Electromagnetic Radiation

The electromagnetic spectrum. Evidence that light travels in wares dates from the 17th
and 18th centuries. lixamples of Wave motion arc given in basic physics classes: water waves,
waves in a metal spring, sound waves in air, and others. (A wave sent down jump rope,
generated by shaking one end of the rope. is one of the simplest waves to produce and
1.

observe.) A wave is diagranuned schematically in figure 7, The (hue required for one
complete up-and-down oscillation of the wave is the period P. The frequency f is closely
related to the period; is the number of cycles or oscillations the wave completes per
second, so that .1.= I /P. The speed of the wave is the speed with which the "exc.-4s" of the

f

wave move, and the wavelength X (lambda) is the distance between two crests, One crest of
the vive, traveling with speed 1,, covers a distzince X in the time P.-- I/I; tlwrefore,
Xf

V

p

(for a general wave)

V

r
CREST

CREST

Figure 7

Schematic diagram of a wave.

Early experiments showed that the wavelengths of v'sible light waves are extremely
small. Therefore, it is convenient to define a special unit of length, called the Angstrom unit,
IA
in connection with light-wavelength measurements; one Angstrom
of
visible
light
depends
on
its
wavelength.
Violet
1/100 000 000 cm = 104 cm. The color
wavelength
we
can
see.
Green
light
light, with a wavelength of about 4000 A, is the shortest
has a wavelength of about 5000 A, and the longest wavelengths visible are those of red light,
about 7000 A. To every color of light in the spectrum there corresponds a definite
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wavelength, and vice versa, 1 he range 01 wavelengths bet weeri 4000 A and 7000 A is the
ricibic Tedium, vve cannot sec wavekligtlis shorter or longer than
WO now know that light WUVeS

,

just a special caw ot a more general kind ot Wave

called an (*tiro/met/Me ware. Such waves are produced whenever electric charges arc
accelerated, and they are Lliameterized by rapidly varying electric and magnetic Fields of
force. Electromagnetic waves of any wavelength can be generated, but only those with
wavelengths in the range 4000 A to 7000 A can be detected by our eyes. All
,electromagnetic waves, regardless or wavelength, travel through empty space at the
extremely high speed c = 300 000 km/s (where 1 km
1000 ni). ihik speed c is the "speed
or electromagnetic radiation," or, more loosely, the "speed of light." The relation between
the wavelength, frequency, and speed of an electromagnetic wave is thus

it

c

((or an electromagnetic wave)

The range or all possible wavelengths ol electromagnetic radiation is called the
electromagnetic spectrum (fig. 8). Historically, waves in different parts or the spectrum were
detected and investigated in some cases before it was realized that all are basically the same
kind of radiation. It is significant that the visible spectrum of light waves occupies only a
small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. To the short-wavelength side of the visible
speetnall lie the ultraviolet, X-ray, and giunma-ray regions; to the long-wavelength side lie
the infrared, microwave, and radio regions. Different means of detection must be used for
waves in different regions of the spectrum. Many astronomical bodies, such as stars, radiate
energy over o wide rmge of wavelengths and not just in the visible part of the spectrum.
Therefore, all wavelengths or the electromagnetic spectrum must be analyzed to give us a
true picture or the physical conditions in astronontical bodies.
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The electromagnetic spectrum.

The quantum theory of electromagnetic radiation. One of the most striking discoveries

of 20th century physics

is

the dual nature of electromagnetic radiation: under some

conditionk, electromagnetic radiation behaves like a wave, whereas, under other conditions,
it behaves like a stream of particles called photons. The tiny amount of energy carried by a

photon is called a quantum of energy (plural
quanta), from the Latin word for "little
bundle." The quantum theory of radiation was First introduced in 1900 by the great
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rtics of radiating bodies. Planck
showed that the quantum of energy E carried by a photon of radiation was proportional to
the frequency j of that radiation:

(1erman physicist Max Planck to explain certain pro

hi
where h

is

(the Planck formula)

a fundamental constant of physics k nown as the Plaiwk constant. (If E is

measure(l in ergs and 1 in Hertz, or cycles per second, then h 6.624 X 10-27 erg-s.) From
our previous equation relating the wavelength, speed, and frequency of an electromagnetic
wave, it is clear, for example, a wave of very short wavelength will have a very high
frequency. Thus, a gamina-ray or X-ray photon will carry a quantum of energy that is much

greater than that of a visible-light or microwave photon because the frequency is much
higher.

Fhe quantum theory of radiation is of great importance in atomic Thysics. We have
that is, wavelengths -- of
that atoms emit and absorb only certain colors
electromagnetic radiation. To each wavelength, or frequency, there corresponds a photon
carrying a quantum of energy whose size is given by the Planck formula. Thus, we can also
say that atoms emit or absorb quanta of electromagnetic energy in the form of photons.
This quantum description draw attention to the fact that, in emitting or absorbing photons,
the atom is losing or gaining energy in certain definite amounts.
seen

3.

Kirchhoff's laws. We have previously seen that there arc basically three types of

spectra: continuous, emission-line, and absorption-line A more complete statement of the
conditions under which these types of spectra are observed was given by the German
physicist Kirchhoff in 1859:

Nrst law: A hot, glowing, solid body, liquid, or highly corn pressed gas emits a
continuous spectrum of electromagnetic radiation.

d. law: A hot,

glowing,
electromagnetic radiation.

thin

gas

emits

a

bright-line spe- rum

Third law: If a continuous spectrum of electromagnetic radiation

is passed

through a layer of this gas, the gas will absorb certain wavelengths of radiation
from the continuous spectrum, and an absorption spectrum will be observed; the
wavelengths absorbed are the same as the ones emitted when the gas is heated.

We have seen that atoms emit or absorb only certain characteristic wavelengths of radiation.
However, in a solid, liquid, or highly compressed gas, the atoms are jammed close together

and interfere with each other's natural radiating processes. The result is that, under the
conditions of the first law, the emitted radiation is actually a blend of spectral lines in
effect, a continuous spectrum. To observe the effects of individual atomic emission or
absorption, we must experiment with a thin gas. In a thin gas, the atoms are relatively far
apart and do not :-,ubstantially interfere with each other during the emission or absorption of
radiation. If such a thin gas is heated, we observe an emission-line spectrum characteristic of
the atoms of that gas (second law). If continuous radiation is passed through the gas, we
observe an absorption-line spectrum characteristic of individual atoms (third law); in this
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case, however, the layer of gas must be sufficien ly cool that its own emitted radiatim
not cancel the absorption etTect to be observed.
B.

.Hydrogen: the Simplest of All Ato

s

1.
The Balmer lines. As might be expected, hydrogen has the simplest spe
of any
atom. The first spectral lines of hydrogen to be studied lie mainly in the visible region of the
spectrum, although numbers of them crowd together toward a limiting wavelength in the
near ultraviolet (fig. 9). This series of lines is ealh2d
Ilalmer series, after the Swiss
schoolteacher who first found the formula for the spacing of the lines. The first rew lines are
labeled by Greek letters. Fla, the first line in the Balmer series, lies in the red at 6562 A. The
second Balmer line, HO, lies in the green at 4861 A; Hy lies in tlw blue at 4340 A; and so on.

Although the first few Balmer lines lie in the visible spectrum, the remainder fall in the
ultraviolet, crowding closer and closer together until finally they cannot be recognized as
individual lines. There are no Balmer lines with a wavelength less tlum 3646 A; this limiting
wavelength is the Miner series limit.
Noting that the lines appeared to have a very regular spacing, Balmer found by trial
and error in 1885 = a formula that predicts their wavelengths. 11 the first, second, third,
etc., Balmer lines are numbered by integers n -= 3, n = 4, n = 5, etc., as shown in figure 9,
then the Balmer formula for the wavelength Xn of the nth Bahner line is
7-x

R

1-4

n2

n = 3, 4, 5, .

where R is a fundamental constant of physics called the Ryelhem constant: 1IR = 911.4 A.

SERIES LIMIT
F16

Hp

,

7

3000 A

Figu

6

4000 A

5000 A

6000 A

7000 A

The Balmer lines of hydrogen, which crowd together toward a series limit
of 3646 A in the ultraviolet.

The Bohr electron orbits. Until 1913, no one understood why the Balmer formula
should be correct. In that year, the famous Danish physicist Niels Bohr showed that the
electron in the hydrogen atom cannot move in any orbit around the nucleus, but only in
certain circular orbits numbered 1, 2';--1,:..and so on (fig. 10). The electron cannot emit or
absorb radiation as long as it moves in one of these Bohr orbits. Each Bohr orbit
2.
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PASCHEN
TRANSITIONS

BALMER
TRANSITIONS

LYMAN

TRANSITIONS

Figure 10

Bohr electron orbits in hydrogen. Tran tions (electron jumps) from the
1, 2, and 3 orbits up to larger orbits give rise to the Lyman, Balmer, and
Paschen series of absorption lines; transitions in the reverse directions
correspond to emission lines.
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correspomk to a definite
chili of the hydrogen atom. WI
the electron is in the
orbit, the atom is in its lowest state of energy. Other orbits represent higher energy
states; the higher the n value and the larger the orbit, the higher the energy state of the
,==

I

atom,

l'hus, the hydr nen
can emit ifc absoib enogy only if the eleetron jumimps between
different Bohr orbits. If au election Rumps from a large, high-energy orbit down to a smaller,
low-energy one, the atom ennH electromagnetic radiation; Bohr found that the amount of
energy carried away by this radiation exactly equals the differciwe in energy of the two
orbits involved. Using the quantum description, we may also say that the atom emits a
photon whose energy is equal to the difference in energy of the two orbits. This quantum of
energy corresponds, by the Planck formula, to an electromagnetic wave of a definite
frequency and wavelength; therefore, the downward jump of the electron is rcvealed by the
presence of an emission line in the spectrum. 'The hydrogen atom can also absorb quanta of
energy in electron ju iii pti from smaller to larger orbits. however, the electron cannot jump
from a smaller to a larger orbit unless the energy of the incident radiation exactly matches

the energy difference between two orbits. '-fhat is, a photon of just the right energy

is

required to generate an electron jump up to a particular larger orbit. Therefore, radiation of

most frequencies will not lead to any absorption electron jumps. But, if a continuous
spectrum of radiation is passed through a gas of hydrogen atoms, there will be some
radiation at just the right frequencies to cause various upward jumps or the electrons. The
atoms will then absorb these frequencies or wavelengths from the beam of continuous
radiation, and we will observe an absorption spectrum. Since the wavelengths absorbed or
emitted are determined by the energy differences between the various Bohr orbits, this
theory explains the fact that the emission and absorption spectra or hydrogen gas have the
same patterns of spectral lines.

Bohr further showed that the radius of the rah Bohr orbit is proportional to n 2 mid
that the energy associated with this orbit is proportional to I In2 Using the Planck formula
to relate the energy difference of the orbits n and m to the wavelength Am of the radiation
absorbed or emitted in electron jumps between them, Bohr was able to prove the Rydherg
formula

X

PH

I

((he Rydberg formula)
I_

tn2

tr2

where it is assummiied that in is less than tr. ['his relationship had been established earlier by
Rydberg from observations of several series of hydrogen spectral lines. Electron jumps
beginning from or ending on the m I orbit and where n 2, 3, 4, ..., giVe rise to the

Lyman series of spectral lines in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. Electron jumps
beginning from or eliding on the in = 2 orbit, with n = 3, 4, 5, ... .; give rise to the Balmer
series of spectral lines (see figs. 6 and 9). Other series of lines correspond to electron jumps
beOnning from or ending on still larger orbits
for example, the Paschen series (in = 3) in
the infrared (see fig. 10 for (he ease of absorption transitions).

historically, the Bahner lines of hydrogen have been the most important because only
this series of lines has members lying in the visible region of the spectrum. Let us further

IS

examine the Balmer a ) orption transitions, for which the electron must initially be in the 2
orbit. The atom can then absorb radiation in an electron jump from the 2 orbit to the 3
orbit, the wavelength of this radiation being that of the first Balmer line, Ila. The second
Balmer line, 110, corresponds to an electron jump from the 2 orbit to the 4 orbit, and so on.
The integers numbering the Balmer lines in figure 9 give the number of the higher orbit to
the electron

which

is jumping when the atom absorbs radiation of a wavelength

cot wsponding to that spectral line. 'Hese wavelengths are given by the in-= 2 case of the
Rydberg formula, which then reduces to the Balmer formula.
that is, if we drop the term
we can calculate the wavelength of radiation required to remove the
involving I "n2
electron to an infinitely large orbit and so ionize the atom. A simple calculation gives this
wavelength as 4 X I //: 1 = 3646 A approximately; this is the series limit wavelength for the
Balmer series. Balmer wavelengths of radiation longer than this Call excite an electron from
the 2 orbit up to a higher energy orbit but cannot ionize the atom. Any wavelength of
radiation shorter than the Balmer series limit, however, can ionize a hydrogen atom with its
electron in the 2 orb ; in this case, the freed electron is left with some residual kinetic

If we let n go to infinity" in the Balmer fornmla

energy
3.

Excitation and ionization of hydrogen by collisions. Wc have seen that radiation can

escim hydrogen atoms by moving their electrons up to higher energy orbits and can also
mize them. It is imnrtant to recognize, however, that collisions between the atoms (and
with electrons of other atoms) can have the same effect.

In a gas of hydrogen atoms, energy is constantly being exchanged among the atoms by
c'llisions. The kinetic energy of the atoms as a whole represent part of this energy, but
some energy is also available to excite the electrons in the atoms up to higher energy orbits.
At low temperatures, there is little collisional energy available for excitation, and nearly all
atoms have their electrons in the lowest energy, n = 1 Bohr orbit. As the temperature
of
ed, however, the proportion of atoms with electrons in the n 2, 3, 4, and higher
is
orbits is increased as well. Above about 10 000 K, so many of the electrons are in highly
excited orbits that ionization by collision becomes important since electrons far from the

nucleus are easily removed by collisions with other atoms or electrons. At very higA

temperatures, nearly all of the gas is ionized; there are then no emission nor absorption lines
visible in the spectrum as there are hardly any netural atoms left to do the absorbing and
emitting!
C.

Stellar Spectral Types

1.

Classification of stellar spectra. The spectra shown previously in figure 6 are

representative of the many types encountered; that is, most stellar spectra look rather
similar to one of these representative types. The early work on stellar spectra consisted of
crude attempts to put the spectra into various classes, or types, on the basis of their general
appearance: the number of spectral lines present, the positions of the lines, and the
strengths of the lines. These types were called A. B, C, and so on, after the letters of the
alphabet.
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Uv IL early I 900s, when many photographs of spectra svere available for study, two
facts emerged. First, it was lound that earlier workers had put in1o wparate classes many
spectra that were actually similar so that some classes could he eliminated or included in

others. Second, and more important, it was found that the remaining types could be
arranged ill a row, Or tiNtlellee, in which the various spectral featurc2s varied smoothly from

one end of the sequence to the other. Some spectra do not fit into this one-dimensional
elassificatum scheme, but perhaps 90 percent of all spectra do in fact fit in somewhere in
the so-called ,Sermence of Tectral typeS, or spectral semiencc. The letters of the spectral
types r1111 in this order: 0-13-A-F-G7K-M. (The standard mnemonic for the spectral sequence

is "Oh, Be A Fine Girl! Kiss Alen The 0-type spectra are characterized by weak Balmer
lines of hydrogen and the lines of ionized helium, as well as a few lines of other highly
ion ii,cd etc !Dents. The B-type spectra display lines or neutral helium, and the Balmer lines

are stronger than in type O. The A-type spectra have the strongest Balmer lines of any
spectral type. In F-type spectra, the Balmer lines are weaker than in type A and the
spectrum
ins to grow more Lomplex, with many lines of both neutral and ionized metals
starting to appear. The Balmer lines fade steadily through the spectral types G, K, and M, as
lines due to neutral metals and, finally, molecules dominate the spectrum. Within a given
spectral type. tii. spectra are further graded in appearance on a scale of zero to nine. For
example, an A5 spectrum is midway in appearance between an AO spectrum and and FO

spectrum. The Sun has a type G2 spectrum. Types 0, 13, and A are customarily called
_sarly" spectral types and types K and M "late- spectral types, as it used to be thought
(incorrectly) that the spectral sequence represented successive stages of stellar evolution.
2.

Strength of the Balmer absorption lines: a clue to temperature. The fact that nearly all
stellar spectra can be arranged in a one-dimensional sequence strongly suggests that most
stars differ in only one respect. In the 1920s, it was shown that differences in temperature
can account for nearly all differences between the spectra in the spectral sequence of figure
6. These temperature differences lead to different degrees of excitation and ionization of
the atoms in the stellar atmosphere and, therefore, to pronounced variations in the
appearance of the spectra. The strength of the hydrogen Balmer lines, in the visible part of
the spectrum, provides a good illustration of the effects of excitation and ionization. (The
"strength" or an absorption line is proportional to the percentage of continuous radiation
absorbed at the wavelength in question; the actual amount of continuous radiation present
at that wavelength does not matter.)
Consider first the cases of the 0 stars, which are now known to have surface

temperatures of 25 000 K or higher. At such high temperatures, because of the violent
collisions between the atoms, hydrogen is mostly ionized into electrons and protons. In the
atmospheres of the hot 0 stars, then, there are very few neutral hydrogen attms left to
absorb radiation at wavelengths corresponding to the Balmer or any other series of spectral
lines. The Balmer lines are weak in 0-star spectra, therefore, because hydrogen is largely
ionized in the atmospheres of these stars. Consider next the B stars, which are somewhat
cooler
in the range of 11 000 K to 25 000 K. At these lower temperatures, a smaller
fraction of the hydrogen atoms is ionized by collisions. Thus, the Balmer absorption lines
are stronger in B stars than in 0 stars.

In stars of still lower temperature, a new effect hecomes important. It is still true that
th Imver the temperature, the smaller the fraction of hydrogen atoms that ar ionized. But,
at lower temperatures, collisions hetween the atoms are less energetic and thus also less
effective in exciting the electrons up to higher energy orbits. The result is that most of the
orbit of lowest energy Such atoms eon absorb
atoms have their electrons in the ii
wdolengths of radiation, which correspond to transition from the n 1 orbit up to
higher orbits (fig. 10), but not the Balmer wavelengths. Therefore, as we examine spectral
Ypes E (about 7000 K), G (about 5000 K),, type K (about 4000 K), and M (about 3000 K).
I

the

Balmer lines fade steadily: fewer and fewer atoms are -candidates" for Balmer

3.

Complex atoms and ions in stellar spectra. An atom or ion with two or more electrons

absorption. As it happens, the competition between the effects of excitation and ionization
yields the most favorable conditions for Balmer absorption at temperahires typical of the
A-type stars, II astronomers of the early 1900s could only have studied the absorption lines
of hydrogen in other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum (unfortunately blocked out
by the Earth's atmosphere), they would have realized at once that the range of strengths of
the Balmer lines in stellar spectra is not due primarily to actual hydrogen abundance
differences among stars. Rather, this variation in Balmer line strengths is due largely to the
combined effects of excitation and ionization of the hydrogen atoms in the atmospheres of
the stars effects which depend strongly upon temperature.
is said to be complex. Because the motion of each electron ahout the nucleus is influenced
hy the presence of all the other electrons, a complex atom or ion cannot be described in
terms of a collection of simple, Bohr-type orbits similar to those used to describe the
hydrogen atom. Rather, the structure of a complex atom is critically dependent upon the
number of electrons actually present. The most striking aspect of this dependence is the
tendency of the electrons to occupy distinct groupings called shells at various average
distances from the nucleus. The -shell structure" of a complex atom is responsible for its
chemical properties and is discussed more fully in chemistry textbooks.
Like hydrogen, however, a complex atom or ion has certain definite sIcitc of cner,f,_
corresponding to different arrangements of the electrons around the nucleus.
Electromagnetic radiation is emitted or absorbed in transition from one atomic energy state
to another. In the case of complex atoms, unfortunately, there is no simple Rydberg-type
formula for the wavelengths of radiation emitted or absorbed. These must be determined
from laboratory measurements or from difficult, approximate calculations based on the
quantum theory of atomic structure.
Complex atoms are also like hydrogen in that they can be excited to states of higher
energy by either radiation or collision. However, when a complex atom is ionized by the
removal of an electron, the resulting syAem consisting of the nucleus together with the
is a positive ion which itself is capable of emitting and absorbing
remaining electrons
electromagnetic radiation. It is important to note that the spectrum of an atom is entirely
different from the spectrum of any of its ions, which also diffrr completely from each

other. The general appearance of the spectrum depends mainly upon the number of
electrons still attached to the nucleus.

Because collisions between the atoms are usually the main cause of ionization, the
degree of ionization of a complex atom in a stellar atmosphere is an important indicator of
erature. If the lines of a neutral atom are missing in a stellar spectrum, it does not mean
that there is none of that element in the stellar atmosphere. It may be that the atoms are
ionized one or more thnes. In a complete spectral analysis, scientists look for both the
s ectral lines of a neutral atom and the spectral lines of its various ions. Since the intelei
are
k'cted by the ionization process, the true abundance of an element is determined by the
of nuclei of that element present in the atmosphere. The number of electrons still
attached to those nuclei
that is, the stage of ionization depends upon the temperature
(and also the density) of the gas. Unfortunately, the spectral lines or most positive ions fall
in the ultraviolet or even X-ray regions of the spectrum because large amounts of
electromagnetic enerev are involved in the electronic transitions, and such wavelengths are
blocked out Ly the Earth's atmosphere. A lmplete analysis of stellar spectra thus demands
observations made above the Earth's atmosphere, As a result of the United States space
program, and particularly the efforts of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
many satellite observations of ultraviolet stellar spectra have already been made. A vigorous
program of such observations will greatly increase our knowledge of stellar properties in the
future.
It is gratifying that analyses of the spectral lines of complex atoms and ions lead to
very much the same conclusions about stellar compositions and temperatures as an analysis
of the Balmer lines of hydrogen. For example, the neutral atoms of most common metals
have outer electrons that are rather easily excited to higher energy orbits so that they are
easily ionized as well. The atoms of magnesium, calcium, iron, and other elements exist as
positive ions in the atmospheres of the hottest stars; the spectral lines of these metal ions
generally fall in the ultraviolet and do not, therefore, appear on photographs of the visible
region of the spectrum.,Only by spectral type F is tile temperature sufficiently low to allow
these atoms to exist in the neutral state. In late-type stars, the lines of neutral metal atoms
are very numerous in the visible region of the spectrum and dominate its appearance. Recall
that, by contrast, the Balmer lines of hydrogen are very weak in the coolest stars because of
insufficient excitation up to ,the n = 2 level, even though hydrogen is far more abundant
than all other elements combined.

GLOSSARY

absorption-- the removal of colors of light (or wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation)
from a beam of light or from the radiation of an atom or a substance.
Angstrom unit (symbol: A a small unit of length equal to 1/100 000 000 or 10-8
used to measure wavelengths of light waves.

atmosphere, stellar the layer of absorbing gas surrounding the compres ed dense central
portion of a star.
atoi -- the smallest unit of a chemical element, con _sed of a heavy nucleus surrounded by
orbiting electrons.
Balmer lines,- the wavelengths of raCa ion absorbed or emitted by the hydrog atom in
the visible region of the spectrum.
_

Bohr orbits the circular orbits of possible electron motion in the hydrogen atom.

complex s applied to an atom or ion, containing two or more electrons.
compound, chemical a substance r.omposed of two or more chemical elements.

continuous as applied to a spectrum, one with no missing colors of light or wavelengths of
electromagnetic radiation.
electron a light, negatively charged particle; ifl an atom, electrons orbit around the atomic
nucleus.

clement, chemical one of the substances (92 of which occur naturally) that cannot be
broken down into other substances by chemical reaction; composed of atoms.

mission the giving off of colors of light (or wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation) by
an atom or substance.
i ation the process by which atomic electrons are raised from lower to higher energy
levels through collisions, or the absorption of electromagnetic radiation.

hydrogen the lightest and most abundant of all elements; hydrogen atoms contain only
one electron.

ion a positively charged atomic system created by the removal of one or more electrons
from an atom.

ionization the re oval of electrons from an atom by collisions or electromagnetic
radiation.

Kelvin temperature scale measu

perature abov- absolt e z -o; water freezes at

273 K and boils at 373 K.
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Kirchhofrs laws laws describing

the physical conditions under which con ti uous,
emission-line, or absorption-linc spectra are observed.

line, spectral a line of color, or a wavelength of electromagnetic radiation, app
(emission) or missing from (absorption ) a spectrum.

molecule the smallest unit of a chemical compound, composed of two or more atoms.
neutron a heavy nuclear particle carrying no electric charge.

wick is the small, dense central part of an atom, composed of protons and neutrons,
around which atomic electrons orbit.

pho on-- a "particle" of electromagnetic radiation carrying a quantum unit of energy
proportional to the frequency of the radiation.

proton a heavy, positively charged nuclear particle.

quantum (plural: quanta) a small, but definite, amount of en

carried by a photon of

electromagnetic radiation,

equence, spectral the arrangement of stellar spectral types in order of decreasing
temperature: O-13-A-F-G-K-M.

spectroscopy the analysis of light or electromagnetic radiation in tern s of its component
colors or wavelengths.
spec

n (plural: spectra) the array of colors of light or wavelengths of electromagnetic
radiation present in a source of light or radiation.

spectrum, electromagnetic the array of all possible wavelengths of electromagnetic
radiation, from gamma rays (shortest wavelength) to radio waves (longest wavelength).

spectrum, visible the range of wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation, from 4000 A to
7000 A, visible to the human eye.

type spectral the classification of a stellar spectrum, based on its overall appearance, into
one of the categories C6B-A-F-G-K-M of the spectral sequence.

wave, electromagnetic a wave generated by the acceleration of' electric charges and
characterized by rapidly varying electric and magnetic force fields; moves with the
speed c = 300 000 km/s in a vacuum.
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CLASS EXERCISES

(I)

Basic Tonics

) diffraction
together
with
gratings or student spectroscopes, and (2) strips of black construction paper
colored chalk; the teacher will need (3) gas-tube light sources, such as neon, mercury,
sodium, etc., and (4) a chart in the colors of the emission spectra of the gases in the light
sources. With lights off, have students sketch on their black strips with the colored chalk the

Spectrum identification laboratory activity: equip students with

(

emission lines they see from the glowing gas tubes. When several spectra have been sketched,

ask students to identify the gases by comparison with the spectra illustrated in the
laboratory color chart. If individual diffraction gratings are available, students may take
these home and observe mercury- and sodium-vapor street lights through them.
(b)

Solar absorption lines: you will again need gratings or spectroscopes. After masking a

suitably placed classroom window with opaque paper (and drawing the shades on the
others), allow a beam of sunlight to enter the room and fall upon a white wall or white sheet
of paper. Try to observe with gratings or spectroscope the solar absorption lines in the
sunlight reflected from the white surface. (The lines may be faint and hard to see, hut, to
avoid eye damage, be sure to caution students never te observe the Sun directly, even with a
diffraction grating or spectroscope.)

(II) intermediate and Advanced Topics
Wave motion: Use a ripple tank, a long metal spring, or other means to demonstrate
various forms of wave motion. Make sure students see and understand what is meant by the
speed, frequency, and wadength of the waves, and show that the equation relating these
quantities holds for all of these types of wave motion,
(a)

(b) The electromagnetic spectrum: Assign outside reading or projects on the ways in which
gamma rays, X-rays, microwaves, and radio waves are detected. Discussion of this reading
can be related to the use of X-rays in medicine, the cooking of food by microwaves, and the

production and reception of radio waves by antennas. In the same vein, you might ask
students why they would be unable to get a suntan behind a glass window, even though they
would feel the heat of the Sun. (Answer: glass absorbs ultraviolet wavelengths of radiation,
which produce a suntan, but transmits the heating infrared wavelengths.)

Wave nature of light: lf equipment is available and students have sufficient
background, demonstrate the wave nature of light by single- and double-slit interference and
diffraction experiments, (Suitable slits may be made by ruling fine scratches in
gaphite-blackened microscope slides.)
(c)
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(I)

Basic Topics

A.

What are Atoms?

Q:

What is the difference between a molecule and an atom? (A: An atom is the smallest
unit of a chemical element. A molecule, the smallest unit of a chemical compound,
consists of atoms joined together.)

0:

What is the structure of an atom? (A: A snull, dense, central nucleus, surrounded by a
cloud of orbiting electrons.)

Q:

What particles make up the atomic nucleus? (A: Protons and neutrons.)

Q:

What holds an atom together? (A: A force of electrical attraction be ween the
positively charged nucleus and the negatively charged electrons.)

Q:

to break apart atoms into electrons and nuclei or to
Which requires more energy
break apart nuclei into protons and neutrons? (A: Much more energy is required to
break apart nuclei.)

B.

Light and Spectroscopy

0:

Who first showed that white light is a mixture of all the colors of the rainbow, and how
did he do it? (A: Isaac Newton, by spreading out the light with a prism which separates
the colors.)

Q:

Why is it convenient to use a slit source of light in spec oscopy experi lents? (A:
Because the wide band of colors is easy to study.)

Q:

What kinds of light sources produce a continuous spect u 9 (A: Hot, glowing, solid
bodies or highly compressed gases.)

How is an absorption-line spectrum produced? (A: By passing
continuous spectrum of colors, through a gas.)

e light, containing a

0:

Are the colors of light absorbed by an atom of a gas the sa e as, or different from, the
colors emitted by that atom? (A: The same.)

Q:

How can the composition of a sample of gas be found by spectroscopic analysis? (A:

By comparing the spectrum of the gas, in either emission or absorption, with
laboratory spectra of the elements.)
C.

The Light from the Stars

Q:

What kind of spectral lines do we see in the spectra of most stars
absorption lines? (A: Absorption lines.)
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ission lines or

0: Do stellar spectra look mostly the sa

e

(A: No; there are very great differences

between them.)

0: What is the main cause of the differences between the various types of stellar spectra?
(A: Differences in the temperature of the stars.)

0:

What conclusions have astronomers drawn about the chemical composition of the
stars? (A: The chemical composition of most stars is roughly the same as that of the
Sun: about 90 percent hydrogen, 10 percent helium, and several percent of the
remainfrig elements, by nuclear count.)

(II) Intermediate and Advanced Topics
A.

More About Light: Electromagnetic Radiation

Q:

How are the wavelength, frequency, and speed of a wave related? (A: The wavelength
times the frequency equals the speed of the wave.)

0:

What is an Angstrom unit, and why is it a convenient unit in which to measure
wavelengths of light? (A: One Angstrom equals 1 100 000 000 centimeter, convenient
because light wavelengths are so small.)

G:

What is the "visible spectrum?" (A: Those wavelengths of radiation in the range
4000W7000 A that the human eye can see.)

0:

What are the names for the various regions of the electromagnetic spectrum? (A: In
order of increasing wavelength: gamma-ray, X-ray, ultraviolet, visible, infrared,
microwave, and radio.)

CI:

How is the energy of a photon of electromagnetic radiation found from the frequency
of the radiation? (A: The energy equals the frequency multiplied by Planck's constant
h.)

0: Kirchhoff's laws describe the conditions under which the three basic kinds of spectra
are observed; what are these kinds of spectra? (A: Continuous, emission-line, and
absorption-line.)
B.

Hydrogen: The Simplest of All Atoms

CI:

What series of spectral lines of hydrogen lie in the visible region of the spectrum (A:
The Balmer series.)

0:

What quantities does the flalmer formula allow us to calculate? (A: The wavelengths of
the Balmer lines of hydrogen.)

Q:

What are the "Bohr orbits?" (A: The circular orbits of permitted electron motion in
the hydrogen atom.)

CI:

How does the electron in a hydrogen atom jump when the atom emits or absorbs
radiation? (A: In emission, the electron jumps down from a larger, higher energy orbit
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to a smaller, lower energy one; in absorption, the electron ju ps from a smaller to a
larger orbit.)

0:

What is the number of the orbit from which, or to which, the electron jumps if the
hydrogen atom absorbs or emits Balmer wavelengths of radiation? (A: The n = 2 orbit.)

C.

Stellar Spectral Types

CI:

What is the order of spectral types in the spectral sequence? (A: The order is
O-B A-F-G-K-M.)

Q:

How does the strength of the Balmer lines of hydrogen vary with spectral type? (A:
Weak in type 0, stronger in type B, strongest in type A, decreasing in strength through
types F, G, K, and M.)

0:

What explains the weakness of the Balmer lines in the hottest stars (type 0) and the
coolest stars (type my? (A: In type 0 stars, the hydrogen is mostly ionized; in type M

stars, few hydrogen atoms have their electrons excited up to the n = 2 orbit by
CI:

If we cannot detect the spectral lines of a neutral atom in a stellar spectrum, does that
necessarily mean that there is little or none of that element in the stellar atmosphere?
(A: No, not necessarily; the atoms may be ionized one or more times.)
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